INTRODUCTION
While the strange meson spectrum is quite well understood, with a large number of states known, the details of the strangeonium spectrum are much less certain, and only a handful of states have been confirmed. This, in itself, is a motivation for studying strangeonium spectroscopy. In addition, a number of final states in which exotics are claimed are also final states in which strangeonia would be expected. Thus, it is important to understand the strangeonium spectrum in order to sort out candidates for exotics. This talk describes the results of analyses of data taken with the LASS spectrometer using a clean RF-separated 11 GeV/c K-beam. The spectrometer, described in detail elsewhere,' has nearly flat acceptance over the entire 4x solid angle, and an interaction trigger which is very efficient for events with at least two charged tracks in the final state. The data sample used in these analyses consists of -1.13~10' K-p interactions.
Analyses of several strangeonium channels from this experiment have already been published. These
(2) K-p +K; KxA 5 (3) and will not be discussed further here. This talk concentrates on the final results of recent analyses of the reactions' K-p + 11x+x-A (4) K-p + K*K*A
K-P + WA (6) Preliminary results from these channels have been presented earlier. ' 
SS SPECTROSCOPY
Although reaction (4) is not as obvious a strangeonium channel as others, the nonet containing the n is not ideally mixed, giving the n some admixture of sS. In addition, Anxx is of interest because it is potentially a good channel in which to study the -: FIGURE 1. the region of the a2(1320), which also has a known qn: decay mode.
There are a number of models which attempt to describe the ao; the simplest is that of Flatte,8 which describes the ao as a single inherently broad resonance that appears narrow in nx due to KK threshold effects. Since an earlier 4.2 GeV/c bubble chamber experiment used nk and KK data to study ao production in K-p interactions,' it is interesting to compare their data with the data from LASS. This can be done by performing a simultaneous fit to the KK and nsc data from both experiments. The results, shown in Figure 2 , indicate that the Flatte model provides a reasonable description of the data from both experiments. One of the parameters of the fit is the relative coupling of the ao to KK and rlJL lixx%,lt2.
The value obtained from the fit for this ratio is 2.4 $ . The expectation from SU(3) depends on the mixing assumed for the nonet containing the rl. If the singlet-octet mixing is ignored, the SU(3) expectation is 312, while if a singlet-octet mixing angle of -19.5" is used, the expectation is -3/4. The latter approach works extremely well in explaining the branching fractions of various K*'s to Krl. lo In either case, it appears that the ao(980) couples somewhat more strongly to KK than SU(3) predicts. Finally, models of the ao(980) as a KR molecule have been proposed. l1 The KK molecule model also fits the LASS data well, as can be seen in Figure 3 , and requires no background term. This model, however, currently makes no prediction about the nls spectrum.
Studies of the KY system have been carried out in radiative J/W decay, 12113 two-photon interactions,14p15 and central production in pp interactions. l6 All groups see the same qualitative structure; a broad enhancement several hundred MeV/c2 above threshold, and no other significant structure. After performing an angular analysis, the Mark III group, analyzing K*R* in radiative J/W decay, claims the enhancement is Jpc O-+. The WA76 group, using pp central production data, claim that the structure has flat angular distributions, and is therefore consistent with being a threshold enhancement. In this experiment, independent analyses were carried out using the charged (Kt rr+Ki x-1 and neutral (K+R-K-K+) decay modes. Mass spectra from the various experiments are shown in Figure 4 . The independent analyses of the charged and neutral decay modes in LASS provide measurements of the cross section below 3.0 GeVlc2 of 3.7fl.O pbarns and 3.4kO.2 ltbarns, respectively. If the threshold enhancement in the LASS neutral K*R* sample is assumed to be a single resonant object, and fitted with an S-wave relativistic Breit-Wigner, the resonance has a mass of 1.950+0.015 GeV/c2, and a width of 0.25f0.05 GeV/c2.
An angular analysis, similar to the Mark III analysis, and based on the method of 'lYueman,17 and Chang and Nelson, l8 was performed under the assumption that the enhancement was dominated by a single Jpc . While the angular distributions, like those in WA76, are consistent with being flat, this can arise from several Jpc possibilities. The results of an angular analysis of the low mass region (Table 1) show that the statistics are not sufficient to determine a unique Jpc for the threshold enhancement, but that O-+is strongly disfavored, and l+, 2-+, and 2++ are slightly favored. Although it is not possible, using the present data, to estab- lish whether or not the object is resonant, analysis of the Gottfried-Jackson angle indicates that the threshold enhancement populates all angles, as would be expected of a resonance, but not of a kinematic reflection. The $(I system is of interest because it is the system in which a group using the MPS spectrometer at Brookhaven claim between one and three Jpc = 2++glueballs. lgp20 Previous studies of the $9 system in K-p interactions have been carried out,21p22 but suffered from low statistics, and no angular analyses were carried out. Finally, a recent Mark III analysis in radiative J/W deca33 claims a O-+ signal in the threshold region. The @$I system in reaction (6) has been studied in the final state where both $'s decay via the K+K-decay mode. The mass spectra from various experiments are shown in Figure 5 . The total cross section for reaction (6) in this experiment is 530f80 nanobarns. An angular analysis similar to that performed on the K*R* reaction has also been carried out. Because of the low statistics, the entire mass spectrum was analyzed at once. The results of the analysis, shown in Table 2 , are inconclusive due to the limited statistics. Nevertheless, O-+is again disfavored if the entire mass spectrum is dominated by a single Jpc. 3. CONCLUSIONS LASS data has improved the understanding of the strangeonium spectrum, and provided hints of interesting structure in nxx, KY, and $I$. Comparisons with data from other experiments have shown that similarities in mass distributions are not always echoed by similarities in the angular distributions, and hence the underlying Jpc structure. Analyses of nxx, K*K*, and +j~ were strongly limited by statistics. Higher statistics, like those obtainable in the proposed KAON facilityz4, would be extremely helpful in sorting out the spectroscopy. A prediction of the qx mass spectrum from the I(R molecule model would also be helpful in understanding the ao(980).
